OFFICE CIRCULAR

The powers for issuing directions for closure of industries and disconnection of electric/water supply under section 33A of Water (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 & 31A of Air (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Act,1981 vests with the Chairperson of the State Board. However, some cases of verbal instructions for closure by Regional Officers have come to notice.

Hence it is reiterated that no closure directions/instructions either verbal or in writing be issued at Regional Officer's level. Complete proposals for approval be forwarded with justification to Head Office of the Board for approval of the competent authority.

It bears the approval of the competent authority.

(Dr. D.N.Pandey)
Member Secretary
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Copy to the following for information and necessary action:-
1. P. S. to Chairperson, RPCB, Jaipur
2. Sr. P. A. to Member Secretary, RPCB, Jaipur
3. Chief Environmental Engineer, RPCB, Jaipur
4. Chief Scientific Officer, RPCB, Jaipur
5. Group In-charge (PDF/ Textile-I&II/SWMC/CPM/Hotel & Cess/Mine/MUID/SCMG&CD/Legal), RPCB, Jaipur
6. Regional Officer, Regional Office, RPCB- Alwar/Bikaner/Balotra/Bharatpur/Bhilwara/Jaipur/Jodhpur/Kishangarh/Chittorgarh/Kota/Sikar/Pali/Udaipur.
7. In-Charge (ITS), RPCB, Jaipur for display the order with the Board website.
8. Master file of Office Orders (Planning Section), RPCB, Jaipur.